
TEMPLATES & DOWNLOADS
There are two ways to pull off a Batman birthday party: the good way 
and the “great” way. The greatest way is to follow this guide to make 
your party exciting, unique, and authentic.

These easy-to-use templates and downloads were created specially 
for the Ultimate Batman Party Guide. From masks for your face, 
Bat Emblem templates for your food, Batarang and Batman Glider 
templates for your activities, and full color signs and pop art for your 
atmosphere—this is what you’ll need to make your Batman party go 
beyond cool, all the way to “heroic”.
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BATMAN MASK
Instructions:
1. Color your mask
2. Cut out along heavy outer line
3. Cut out eyes and punch holes for string
4. Tie on mask with string
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CATWOMAN MASK
Instructions:
1. Color your mask
2. Cut out along heavy outer line
3. Cut out eyes and punch holes for string
4. Tie on mask with string
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THE RIDDLER MASK
Instructions:
1. Color your mask
2. Cut out along heavy outer line
3. Cut out eyes and punch holes for string
4. Tie on mask with string
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ROBIN MASK
Instructions:
1. Color your mask
2. Cut out along heavy outer line
3. Cut out eyes and punch holes for string
4. Tie on mask with string
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BATMAN PIZZA TEMPLATE
Instructions:
1. Fold the cardboard disk that comes with the frozen pizza  
 in half, or use the cardboard from the delivery box (f ig 1)
2. Tape the stencil to the folded cardboard with the cut edge   
 along the fold (f ig 2)
3. Cut out around the solid lines. Note: When going around   
 corners cut into the bat shape not the outer circle

4. Remove bat shape and unfold disk. Trim any  
 excess cardboard from bat outline (f ig 3)
5. Place stencil over pizza and sprinkle liberally with  
 parmesan cheese
6. Carefully remove the stencil and serve

(f ig 1)

(f ig 2)

(f ig 3)
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BATMAN COOKIE TEMPLATE
Instructions:
1. Cut out each circle
2. Fold along dotted grey lines
3. Carefully cut out the black bat shape
4. Place template over baked, iced cookie
5. Cover with sprinkles
6. Remove template and serve
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BATMAN FLASHLIGHT TEMPLATE
Instructions:
1. Fold paper horizontally then   
 vertically
2. Cut out bat shape
3. Leave paper double thick  
 place over f lashlight head
4. Trim excess paper and  
 tape to f lashlight   
 (Black Masking or  
 Electrical tape looks  
 best)
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(Black Masking or Electrical 
tape looks best)



BATMAN BATARANG TEMPLATE
Instructions:
1. Tape template to a double thick craft felt  
 circle (available in the Walmart Craft  
 Section), or cut shape out of craft foam or a  
 large kitchen sponge
2. Cut out bat shapes with sharp scissors
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BATMAN GLIDER FOLDING
Instructions:
1. Print following page
2. Start with the logo-side facing down
3. Follow folding diagram
4. Fly! WARNING: The high-tech Batman Glider will outperform  
 standard paper planes
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BATMAN KEEPSAKE FRAME
Instructions:
1. Print on yellow copy paper (available at Walmart). Cut   
 along solid grey lines
2. Cut out the picture window
3. Tape wallet size (2x3) photo (available at Walmart Photo 
Department) over back of picture window

4. Fold along the dotted lines
5. Glue bottom f lap to back of frame
6. Include with Thank You card
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